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    Instructions

1.  Print and cut out all of the shapes. 
2. Baste all of them as you would for ordinary epp shapes, except the felt lining 
    pieces which are cut out of felt at the exact size. 
    Make sure you baste the shapes so that the front and the back of the sock
    face opposite ways, that way they will fit together.
3. Start by whip stitching your diamonds together to make a star. 
    I make two halves first then join the two halves together.

4. Next add the triangles and squares to the star, and the toe to the foot. Then 
    stitch the two halves together the make the front. 

5. Join the toe to the back of the sock 

6. Remove the papers if using papers. If using hexiform, leave it in.
    Place the front and back pieces, wrong sides together and join around 
    the edge with a whip stitch or blanket stitch. Leave the top open.
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7. Join the two halves of the lining together with a whip stitch and place inside
    the stocking. 

8.  Secure the lining to the stocking around the top, open edge. Add
    a ribbon between the lining and the stocking to hang it and add any decorative
    trims you would like!
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Little Star Stocking Templates - Front of Stocking Back of Stocking



Stocking Lining

Cut 2 from felt 
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